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Summary:In this paper, we present the essential elements for using a program (version 2.0) imple-
mented in theR statistical environment forCUB models inference. After reviewing basic definitions
and notations, we discuss the genesis and usage of this classof models and their main inferential is-
sues. Then, perspectives for future developments and an updated bibliography on this topic conclude
the paper.
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1. Introduction

Starting from the beginning of2000, a new approach for modelling discrete choices
has been developed by statisticians working at Department of Statistical Science, Uni-
versity of Naples Federico II. The main characterization ofthe project –promoted by
Domenico Piccolo– has been the awareness that selections and preferences are deter-
mined by psychological mechanisms which this class of models aims at explaining
by using a parsimonious parametrization.

In this paper, we present a class of mixture models with covariates (hereafter,
definedCUB models) which examines and compares the uncertainty of the answers
and the feeling/adversion of the respondents towards the items, with the inclusion of
subjects’/objects’ covariates. Then, we extend this structure by taking the possible
presence of ashelter effectinto account.

More specifically, the purpose of this work is to introduce a program forCUB mod-
els inference and to describe the practical benefits of usingthis modelling tools for
ordinal data specification, estimation, testing and interpretation. This software prod-
uct is regularly updated by sequentially including new parts and improving existing
ones. The current version (2.0) is a major upgrade of the previous ones since it in-
creases computational efficiency, adds new information andindices to output and
implements extendedCUB models. Operationally, the main functions have been sim-
plified and generalized.

Statistical foundations, inferential results and computational aspects of this pro-
gram are not discussed in the present paper and more technical details are available
in the references.

The work is organized as follows: in the next section, we establish notations for
CUB probability structure (considerable attention is paid to notation), and in section
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3 we briefly mention some inferential issues. In section 4 we extend the class of
CUB models (shelter choices). Then, section 5 introducesCUB models in theR envi-
ronment and review several information about the input/output processing steps. In
section 6 we present instructions for plotting several estimatedCUB models into the
parametric space for comparison and interpretation. This is a remarkable feature of
CUB modelling approach as it allows a clear visualization of hundreds or thousands
of qualitative information in an appealing framework whichis effective for classifi-
cation, discrimination and detecting anomalous situations. In section 7, we introduce
some new functions (implemented in the present version of the program) that are use-
ful as graphical tools for more advanced statistical inference ofCUB models. Some
concluding remarks, a list of possible future developmentsand specialized references
end the paper.

2. Specifications ofCUB models

In statistical surveys, people are often asked to express judgements or evaluations
on several topics; sometimes, it is required to make an ordered selection/arrangement
in a definite list ofm objects (items, services, sentences, etc.). A consistent hypoth-
esis is that choices may depend both on raters and/or items. However, in order to
simplify the analysis, we will assume hereafter that results are only related to sub-
jects’ characteristics (measures, opinions, status, and so on).

When we analyze ordered responses we have to distinguish between the expres-
sion of an evaluation about some fixed item (rating) and the assignment of a rank
(ranking) to a given list of objects. For a givenm, in therating approach the answer
of the subject is a single number for a fixed item; in therankingapproach, instead, the
answer is a permutation of the firstm integers, that is a vector of numbers specifying
the sequential degree of preferences of them objects.

For a correct understanding ofCUB models, it is important to underline that our
approach consists in the analysis of a univariate random variable related to the eval-
uation of the item (rating) or to the ordering of a single object (ranking). Notice that
while in the first approach we study the univariate response of a group of subjects,
in the second caseCUB models are applied to a marginal analysis of ordinal data
available as discrete multivariate random variables and whose components explain
the stated preferences towardsm fixed objects.

Of course, it is interesting to investigate logical and statistical relationships among
this point of view and the common framework of literature, asit happens for Item
Response Theory and Ordered Logit/Probit models, for instance: these lines of re-
searches are currently under investigations1. However, we limit ourselves to describe
this new approach as it has been consistently verified and successfully applied in sev-
eral contexts.

As a matter of fact,CUB models explain, fit, and forecast the probabilityPr(R =
r) that a discrete random variableR assumes valuesr = 1, 2, . . . , m, for a given inte-

1 We report that some preliminary results about the comparison between proportional odds andCUB models
performances are encouraging in terms of predicting ability.
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germ > 3. They are based on a class of discrete probability distributions, originally
calledMUB, introduced by Piccolo (2003) and firstly applied by D’Elia and Pic-
colo (2005a, 2005b) with special reference to ranking data sets. These models have
been generalized with the inclusion of different links, structures and covariates by a
formal definition ofCUB models (Piccolo, 2006). Recently, Iannario (2009a) proved
that these models are identifiable and introduced ashelter effectby defining extended
CUB models (Iannario, 2009c; Corduas et al., 2009). Instead, asymptotic standard
errors of maximum likelihood estimates and related inferential issues are obtained
according to results and notations as in Piccolo (2006), with some minor corrections.

Thus far,CUB models have been successfully applied in several fields including
Linguistics (Balirano and Corduas, 2006, 2008; Cappelli and D’Elia, 2004, 2006b),
Risk analysis (Cerchiello et al., 2009; Corduas, 2008c), Marketing (Cicia et al., 2008;
Iannario and Piccolo, 2010; Piccolo et al., 2009), Teachingevaluations (Corduas,
2008b; D’Elia and Piccolo, 2006), University services performance (Cappelli and
D’Elia, 2006b; Corduas et al., 2009; Iannario and Piccolo, 2009a), Measurement
system analysis (Deldossi and Zappa, 2009), Medicine (D’Elia, 2008), Ranking pref-
erence (D’Elia and Piccolo, 2005a), Sociology (D’Elia and Piccolo, 2005b; Iannario,
2007a; 2008), Tourism (Iannario, 2009f), Subjective perception studies (Caliendo
and Iannario, 2009; Iannario and Piccolo, 2009b, 2010b), Sensometrics (Piccolo and
D’Elia, 2008), Qualitative analysis (Piccolo, 2008; Piccolo and Iannario, 2008b).

In these models, we assume that the final outcome of a process of judgement be a
discrete observation generated by an investigated trait which is intrinsically continu-
ous. More specifically, when people are faced with discrete choices, the psychological
mechanism, by which the elicitation is accomplished, is theresult of a personalfeel-
ing towards the object and an inherent fuzziness/uncertaintyin choosing the ordinal
value of the response.Feelingis usually related to the subjects’ motivations whereas
uncertaintymostly depends by circumstances that surround the elicitation process.

In this regards,shifted Binomialrandom variable is an adequate probability model
for representing the discrete version of a latent judgementprocess, by mapping a con-
tinuous and unobserved evaluation into a discrete set of values belonging to{1, 2, . . . , m}.
This random variable shows high flexibility with respect to the location of a mode and
skewness and simple generalizations of this structure allow further options.

On the other side, thediscrete Uniformrandom variable is a suitable structure for
describing the inherent uncertainty of a discrete choice process, since it represents
the model with maximum entropy on a finite discrete support. Thus, any observed
uncertainty contained in the data may be weighted with respect to this extreme case.

On this basis, we considerr (=the observed ordered measure) as the realization
of a discrete random variableR defined as a mixture of a Uniform and a Shifted
Binomial random variables. Formally, its probability massfunction is defined by:

P r (R = r) = π

(

m − 1

r − 1

)

(1 − ξ)r−1ξm−r + (1 − π)
1

m
, r = 1, 2, . . . , m ,

with π ∈ (0, 1] andξ ∈ [0, 1].
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Expectation and variance ofR are given by:

E(R) = π (m − 1)

(

1

2
− ξ

)

+
(m + 1)

2
;

V ar(R) = (m − 1)

{

π ξ (1 − ξ) + (1 − π)

[

m + 1

12
+ π (m − 1)

(

1

2
− ξ

)2
]}

.

It is immediate to realize thatπ is a parameter inversely related to the weight of the
uncertainty component; thus,(1− π)/m is a measure of theuncertainty sharewhich
spreads uniformly over the support. Instead, the interpretation ofξ changes with the
setting of the analysis since it depends on how the responseshave been coded (the
first position represents the higher feeling/concern and the last one the lower, or vice
versa). According to the context,ξ has been interpreted asdegree of perception,
index of selectiveness/awareness, measure of concern, threshold of pain, subjective
probability, and so on.

Better solutions are usually obtained when we introduce thesubjects’covariates
aimed at relating both the feeling and the uncertainty to therespondents’ features. In
fact, the acronymCUB is originated by the presence ofCovariates in the mixture of
Uniform and shiftedBinomial distributions.

A peculiar aspect of these models is the direct relationshipamong parameters
and covariates, without using expectations –as it is standard in the Generalized Lin-
ear models (GLM) paradigm– by means of a monotone function (logistic, in several
cases).

If covariates are significant, they improve model fitting andallow for better dis-
crimination among different sub-populations (for instance, via dummies covariates,
as in Iannario, 2007b, or by clustering methods as in Corduas, 2008a,b,c). Actually,
also objects’ covariates may be introduced but these aspects will not be discussed
here (Piccolo and D’Elia, 2008).

In order to set a standard for the notation, hereafter, we will classifyCUB models
following the scheme:

Models Covariates Parameter Parameter Number of
vectors spaces parameters

CUB (0, 0) no covariates θ = (π, ξ)′ (0, 1] × [0, 1] 2

CUB (p, 0) covariates forπ θ = (β′, ξ)′ Rp+1 × [0, 1] p + 2

CUB (0, q) covariates forξ θ = (π, γ′)′ (0, 1]× Rq+1 q + 2

CUB (p, q) covariates forπ andξ θ = (β′, γ′)′ Rp+q+2 p + q + 2

Then, the general formulation of aCUB (p, q) model (withp covariates to explain
uncertainty andq covariates to explain feeling) is expressed by:

1. A stochastic component:

Pr(Ri = r | yi; wi) = πi

(

m − 1

r − 1

)

ξm−r

i
(1 − ξi)

r−1 + (1 − πi)

(

1

m

)

,
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for r = 1, 2, . . . , m, and for anyi-th subject,i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

2. Twosystematic components:

πi =
1

1 + e−yi β
; ξi =

1

1 + e−wi γ
; i = 1, 2, . . . , n;

whereyi andwi are the subjects’ covariates for explainingπi eξi, respectively.

With respect to classical GLM approach to ordinal data,CUB models offer a
straightforward relationship between a probability statement for ordinal answers and
subjects’ covariates. Moreover, although latent variables are conceptually necessary
in order to specify the nature of the mixture components, theinferential procedures
are not based upon the knowledge (or estimation) of cutpoints. As a consequence, if
the model is adequate, this simplification turns out to be a more parsimonious param-
eterization.

3. Inferential issues inCUB models

Given a sample of observed values of ratings and covariates(ri, yi, wi)
′, for

i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the log-likelihood function for the parameter vectorθ = (β′, γ ′)′

is defined by:

ℓ(θ) =

n
∑

i=1

log

[

1

1 + e−yiβ

{(

m − 1

ri − 1

)

e(−wiγ)(ri−1)

(1 + e−wiγ)m−1 −
1

m

}

+
1

m

]

.

Inferential issues for the joint efficient estimation of theparameters are discussed
in details by Piccolo (2006) who derived an EM algorithm for the maximum likeli-
hood estimation of the parameter vectorθ. Moreover, several proposals for improving
initial estimates of this procedure are now included in version 2.0.

Then, in order to assess the significance of the estimated parameters, and the
relevance of the covariates for explaining the main features of the data, we rely on
the asymptotic inference of maximum likelihood estimators. Thus, we compare log-
likelihoods ofCUB models by means of their corresponding deviances difference, as
in the following scheme:

Comparisons Deviances differenceDegrees of freedom
CUB(p, 0) versusCUB(0, 0) 2 (ℓ10 − ℓ00) p
CUB(0, q) versusCUB(0, 0) 2 (ℓ01 − ℓ00) q
CUB(p, q) versusCUB(0, 0) 2 (ℓ11 − ℓ00) p + q

For a givenm > 3, information contained in the ordinal data(r1, r2, . . . , rn)′ are
strictly equivalent to that contained in the frequencies(n1, n2, . . . , nm)′ of the ordered
categories. Thus, the log-likelihood for thesaturatedCUB model is obtained:

ℓsat = −n log(n) +

m
∑

r=1

nr log(nr);
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For judging the goodness-of-fit of the estimated model, several measures may
be derived. Specifically, a normalized dissimilarity index(= Diss) is defined as
the absolute distance among the observed relative frequencies fr and the probabil-

ities pr(θ̂) = P r

(

R = r|θ̂
)

estimated by the model. A further index isICON

(=InformationCONtent), that is a pseudo-R2; it measures the improvement we obtain
when we move from a completely uninformative distribution (as the Uniform one) to
a well structured random variable (asCUB models), without or with covariates. In or-
der to compare different models, we prefer to considerBIC index. Then, in version
2.0, a newlikelihood-based fitting measure, denoted byD2, has been proposed and
we are currently testing its efficacy.

The formulas for the above mentioned measures are:

Diss =
1

2

m
∑

r=1

∣

∣

∣
fr − pr(θ̂)

∣

∣

∣
; ICON = 1 +

ℓ(θ̂)/n

log(m)
;

D2 =
1

m

m
∑

r=1

(

fr

pr(θ̂)

)2

− 1 ; BIC = −2 ℓ
(

θ̂
)

+ p log(n) .

Of course, all these measures (exceptICON) should be as minimum as possible for
a good fitting result.

4. ExtendedCUB models

A noticeable improvement of version 2.0 is the implementation of an extended
version ofCUB models, where we add a third component for explaining a (possible)
specific behavior of some respondents. This effect has been observed when people
are asked to select a single option among a list ofm ordered choices and a single
modality receives a biased amount of preference due, for instance, to its position,
linguistic expression, numbers roundedness, adverse/favorite selection with respect
to a given standard and expected response model, and so on.

The circumstance that such models have been effective for explaining cases where
people preferred a simplified category (that is, ashelter choice), in order to avoid
more elaborate decisions, motivates its name (Iannario, 2009c). In addition, it should
be noted that in some circumstances –if one misses this component– estimates are
biased and inefficient, and fitting and predictions are not satisfactory.

Specifically, anextendedCUB modelis defined forr = 1, 2, . . . , m by:

P r (R = r|θ) = π1

(

m − 1

r − 1

)

ξm−r(1 − ξ)r−1 + π2
1

m
+ (1 − π1 − π2) D(c)

r
,

whereθ = (π1, π2, ξ)′ is the extended parameter vector andD
(c)
r is a degenerate

random variable whose probability mass is concentrated atr = c, that is:

D(c)
r

=

{

1, if r = c;

0, otherwise.
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Notice that we are supposing thatc is a known integer belonging to{1, 2, . . . , m}.
ExtendedCUB models are identifiable only form > 4.

We should observe that ifπ1 + π2 = 1 the extendedCUB model collapses to the
standard one; thus, the presence of a possibleshelter choicemay be tested on sampled
data by means of standard significance tests. In fact, the parameterδ = 1 − π1 − π2

measures the added relative contribution of theshelter choiceaty = c with respect to
the standard version of the model.

Finally, the extended model is able to fit distributions where most of the respon-
dents’ choices are concentrated at a single intermediate category: in this (rare) situa-
tion we will get:π1 = π2 = 0.

We are planning to release future versions of this program bygeneralizing the
present formalization ofCUB models by taking subjects’ covariates into account also
for explaining a possibleshelter effect.

5. Handling input and output information

This section concerns the introduction of essential elements for using aCUB mod-
els program, implemented in theR statistical environment.

The currentR code derives from previous releases originally obtained asGAUSSc©

program; thus, it is consistent with the logic of GAUSS procedures2. In version
2.0, there aremacro functionswhich include micro functions as a nested system.
Thus, the program is active by entering theCUB() function whose options call more
specialized functions (related to differentCUB models); at the lowest level,local
functionsperform more specific tasks.

As already introduced, some aspects are worth of consideration. Ordinal re-
sponses are usually considered as rating in1, 2, ..., m, with m > 3, but it is also
possible to model ranking data as univariate marginal distributions. Thanks to the
reversibilityof CUB models, we may change the scale of rating/ranking (if required)
by putting:ordinal=m-ordinal+1. Anyway,m is a global variable which must be
declared before calling any function of the program.

We denote byfilename.txt the file containing the data and byordinal the
vector of ordinal data (which are the object of the analysis); then,Y andW are the
covariates matrices for explainingπ andξ, respectively, when necessary. These data
should be available as a text (orR) file in standard matrix format (with columns names
in the first row). Notice that these matricesdo not contain1’s in the first column.

Thus, we will read data and set the number of categories:

> dataset=read.table("filename.txt",header=T)}

> m=number_of_categories

Then, the program is active inR by means of:

> source("CUB.R")

2 GAUSS programs have been written by Domenico Piccolo during2001− 2005 and some conventions have
been imported also inR. We found that these conventions make more readable the listing of the program, as
advocated in the books by Verzani (2005) and Spector (2008).
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Then, the instruction for estimation, testing and inference is:

> CUB(ordinal,Y=paicov, W=csicov, shelter=c)

Default values are:

> CUB(ordinal,Y=0, W=0, shelter=0)

As a consequence, for inferring on aCUB model without covariates is sufficient to
run:

> CUB(ordinal)

In the program, we denote byordinal the vector of rating data to be modelled,
and bypaicov, csicov the (possible) covariates, whereasc is the category where
a sheltereffect should be (possibly) checked. Table 1 summarizes instructions for
getting differentCUB models inference.

Table 1. Instructions forCUB models estimation.

Model Covariates Instruction
CUB (0, 0) ==== CUB(ordinal)

CUB (p, 0) paicov CUB(ordinal,Y=paicov)

CUB (0, q) csicov CUB(ordinal,W=csicov)

CUB (p, q) paicov,csicov CUB(ordinal,Y=paicov,W=csicov)

CUB +shelter ==== CUB(ordinal,shelter=c)

In some applications, only the aggregated frequencies(n1, n2, ..., nm)′ of the re-
sponses are available, for instance in a vectorfrequencies. Since the program is
able to processn distinct ratings we have to expand such information in orderto
generaten ordinal values. This is immediate by means of:

> ordinal=rep(1:m,frequencies)

> CUB(ordinal)

Notice thatfrequencies must be a vector of lengthm even if some observed fre-
quencies are0.

Output of the program varies in function of the presence/absence of covariates and
of their nature (dichotomous or not). Specifically, in addition to common statistical
outputs (estimates, standard errors,p-values, fitting measures), the program offers
some graphical information according to the following criteria:

• CUB (0, 0) model: a plot of observed frequency distribution of ordinalcate-
gories and related estimated probabilities is shown.

• CUB (1, 0) model: if and only if a single covariate forπ is adichotomousone
and if it is codedas0, 1, plots of estimatedCUB distributions for the two sub-
groups are automatically generated, with several indicators for testing signifi-
cance of their diversity.
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Figure 1. EstimatedCUB models without (left panel) and with a dummy covariate (right
panel).

• CUB (0, 1) model:if and only if a single covariate forξ is adichotomousone and
if it is codedas0, 1, plots of estimatedCUB distributions for the two subgroups
are automatically generated, with several indicators for testing significance of
their diversity.

• CUB (p, q) model: currently, no plot is automatically generated. Users are en-
couraged to study expected responses as functions of covariates (if continuous)
or conditioned (if dichotomous or politomous).

• CUB + shelter model: a plot of observed frequency distribution of ordinal
categories and related estimated probabilities is shown.

Figure 1 shows standard plots of estimatedCUB models without covariates and with
a dummy covariates (for explaining aπ significant behavior), respectively. In this
regard, we observe plots of probability distributions are joined, although they concern
a discrete support; in fact, we realized that this choice helps very much for detecting
and comparing different patterns and shapes.

The following list is a standard output generated by runninga CUB model without
covariates.

=======================================================================

> CUB 2.0 =============================================================

=======================================================================

=====>>> C U B (0,0) model <<<===== ML-estimates via E-M algorithm

=======================================================================
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*** m= 7 *** Sample size: n= 20184 *** Iterations= 39 (maxiter=250)

=======================================================================

parameters ML-estimates stand.errors Wald-test p-value

=======================================================================

pai 0.86684 0.00459 188.85 0

csi 0.16287 0.00143 113.90 0

=======================================================================

Variance-covariance matrix

[,1] [,2]

[1,] 2e-05 0

[2,] 0e+00 0

=======================================================================

Parameters correlation matrix

[,1] [,2]

[1,] 1.00000 0.39864

[2,] 0.39864 1.00000

=======================================================================

Log-lik(pai^,csi^) = -30383

Mean Log-likelihood= -1.5053

Log-lik(saturated) = -29952

Deviance = 862.43

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Log-lik(UNIFORM) = -39276

Log-lik(Shifted-BINOMIAL)= -32413

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

AIC-CUB00 = 60770

BIC-CUB00 = 60785

ICON(CUB00) = 0.22643

=======================================================================

Uncertainty Share: {(1-pai)/m} = 0.019022 ( 0.00065564 )

Asympt.Conf.Int.(95%) =[ 0.017737 ; 0.020308 ]

=======================================================================

Pearson Fitting measure ==> X^2 = 906.26 (p-val.= 0 )

Lik-based fitting measure ==> D^2 = 0.079113

Normed Dissimilarity index ==> Diss= 0.086476

=======================================================================

Observed average = 5.7806 Sample variance = 1.7015

Expectation of R~CUB(0,0) = 5.7534 Variance of R~CUB(0,0) = 1.7140

=======================================================================

Elapsed time= 0.05 seconds ===============>>> Sat Sep 05 19:51:21 2009

=======================================================================

Instead, the following list is a reduced output of aCUB (3, 6) model fitted to a very
large data set concerning perceptions. We observe that all covariates are significant
(we retainβ1 since it improves likelihood) and also consistent with the expected sign
and interpretation for this real case study.

=======================================================================

> CUB 2.0 =============================================================

=======================================================================

=====>>> C U B (p,q) model <<<===== ML-estimates via E-M algorithm

=======================================================================

Covariates for pai ==> p= 3 and Covariates for csi ==> q= 6
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=======================================================================

*** m= 7 *** Sample size: n= 20184 *** Iterations= 39 (maxiter=250)

=======================================================================

parameters ML-estimates stand.errors Wald-test p-value

=======================================================================

beta_0 1.5105 0.07654 19.735 0

beta_1 0.03231 0.08103 0.39874 0.69008

beta_2 -1.3101 0.12569 -10.423 0

beta_3 2.534 0.32822 7.7204 1.1546e-14

gamma_0 -1.6028 0.02519 -63.628 0

gamma_1 0.10423 0.02184 4.7724 1.8201e-06

gamma_2 0.24576 0.06186 3.9728 7.1021e-05

gamma_3 0.28961 0.0908 3.1895 0.001425

gamma_4 -0.04701 0.02235 -2.1034 0.035434

gamma_5 -0.22604 0.0285 -7.9312 2.2205e-15

gamma_6 -0.55917 0.07409 -7.5472 4.4409e-14

=======================================================================

Variance-covariance matrix

.......................................................................

=======================================================================

Parameters correlation matrix

.......................................................................

=======================================================================

Log-lik(beta^,gamma^)= -30191

Mean Log-likelihood = -1.4958

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

AIC-CUBpq = 60403

BIC-CUBpq = 60490

ICON(CUBpq) = 0.23133

=======================================================================

=======================================================================

Elapsed time= 96.18 seconds ===============>>> Sat Sep 05 20:08:02 2009

=======================================================================

After running the models, the program allows the possibility to use estimated or
computed quantities, thanks to the assignment facilities of R. In this way, users may
plot and/or save any useful values for comparing models characteristics obtained on
different data sets, subgroups, time periods, and so on.

With obvious meaning, all available variables are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. List of available variables after runningCUB models.

Model Variables
CUB (0, 0) pai,csi,varmat,loglik,diss,n,AICCUB00,BICCUB00

CUB (p, 0) bet,csi,varmat,loglik,diss,n,AICCUBp0,BICCUBp0

CUB (0, q) pai,gama,varmat,loglik,diss,n,AICCUB0q,BICCUB0q

CUB (p, q) bet,gama,varmat,loglik,diss,n,AICCUBpq,BICCUBpq

CUB + shelter pai1,pai2,csi,varmat,loglik,diss
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6. Visualization of CUB models in the parametric space

A relevant feature of this approach is the possibility to plot estimatedCUB models
as single points into the parametric space and to interpret (with some caution) the
characteristics of hundreds or even thousands of ordered data in terms of closeness,
clustering and other useful issues. This opportunity has been successfully applied in
several papers (see the references) and require some skill since sampling variability
of π andξ estimates are generally different. Indeed, Euclidean metric is not the best
one to consider in this space and a naive criterion to assess distance among estimated
models is not statistically effective. These issues are related to clustering and sim-
ilarity of CUB models as fully discussed by Corduas (2008a,b,c) and deserve more
investigations. In the following, we will limit ourselves to present a simple example
in order to show how to get such results.

We suppose that the available ordered data are ratings aboutk = 8 items on
a m = 7 points Likert scale. They are available in the ASCII filedataset and the
relevant items of interest are denoted byITEM1, ITEM2, ..., ITEM8, respectively;
we suppose also that rating of the items are contained in the first eight columns of the
data frame. The following codes read data, estimate8 differentCUB models, save the
estimated parameters in the vectorsvettpai andvettcsi, respectively; then, the
estimatedCUB models are plotted and labelled in the parameter space.

Moreover, by activating the libraryellipse (an optional program ofR), the fi-
nal instructions plot also the asymptotic confidence ellipse for each item in order to
visualize significant differences among them. This required to save also the variance-
covariances matrices in a convenient list.

Of course, if ordinal data to be modelled are not contained inadjacent columns
of the data set (or are available in different data sets), users of R should modify the
proposed code. Finally, thanks to the functionsink(), all output may be (optionally)
directed to and saved into a file for future checks.

> source("CUBJ.R");

> m=7;

> dati=read.table("...........",header=TRUE);

> nameitems=c("ITEM1","ITEM2","ITEM3","ITEM4",

"ITEM5","ITEM6","ITEM7","ITEM8");

> k=length(nameitems);

> vettpai=rep(NA,k); vettcsi=rep(NA,k); vmat=vector("list",k);

> for(j in 1:k){

with(data=dati,CUBJ(dati[,j]));

vettpai[j]=pai; vettcsi[j]=csi; vmat[[j]]=varmat;

}

> plot(vettpai,vettcsi,xlim=c(0.7,1),ylim=c(0.21,0.32),
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Figure 2. Visualization of estimatedCUB models in the parametric space.

xlab=expression(pi),ylab=expression(xi),

main="CUB models ratings",pch=19,lwd=5);

> text(vettpai,vettcsi,labels=nameitems,pos=1);

> library(ellipse);

> for(jj in 1:k){

lines(ellipse(vmat[[jj]],centre=c(vettpai[jj],vettcsi[jj])),

lwd=2);

}

In Figure 2 we show the graphical output derived from the previous code. In
this data set the evaluations of thousands of people about8 items have been sharply
summarized by mapping estimatedCUB models into the parametric space. Thus, the
final results points out that items 3, 6 and 7 receive different feelings from users, also
with increasing uncertainty. On the contrary, there is someoverlapping among the
remaining ones. Notice that we zoomed the relevant area of the parametric space in
order to improve the visual detection of possible differences among the items.
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7. Further tools for advanced analyses

In version 2.0, we are also delivering several functions forimproving understand-
ing and research onCUB models, as for instance those related to expectation and
variance ofCUB models. However, we quote two of them as they are relevant tools
for obtaining more refined plots and effective simulation routines, respectively.

After running aCUB model, it is possible to exploit somead hocfunctions (re-
leased within the program) to deepen the inferential results. In fact, it is possible to
obtain thelog-likelihood contoursplot and theprofile log-likelihoodfunctions3 for
both parameters of aCUB model without covariates. This may be accomplished by
the following instructions:
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Log−likelihood function contours for estimated CUB model   (π̂ = 0.827 ;  ξ̂ = 0.288)
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Figure 3. Contours plot and profile log-likelihood functions.

3 In the code of the proposed functions, it is also available (but now it is commented out) a command for
getting a 3D surface plot of the loglikelihood function. Moreover, profile loglikelihood function includes also a
ctune option useful for a better display of these two functions on the same scale.
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> source("CUB.R");

> m=.......... # number of categories

> CUB(ordinal);

> par(mfrow=c(2,1)); # set 2x1 graphical area

> par(mar=c(4,4,3,1)+0.1); # set new margins

> elleplot(pai,csi,loglik,ordinal); # contours plot

> proflik(pai,csi,ordinal); # profile functions

> par(mar=c(5,4,4,2)+0.1); # reset standard margins

> par(mfrow=c(1,1)); # reset 1x1 graphical area

Figure 3 shows a typical example of application of the previous instruction to a real
data set. Notice how confidence intervals for uncertainty parameter(π) are larger
than those for the feeling parameter(ξ), a situation quite common for real data set.
This implies that vertical displacements are by far the mostimportant for assessing
significant distances in the parametric space.

We observe that such instructions must be executedafter a CUB model has been
estimated since these graphical functions require the parameters generated by the
CUB() function.

Finally, for making experience or for doing research onCUB models, we propose a
simulation routine calledsimcub(). It is active after calling the mainCUB() function.
Then, the following instructions will generatensimul pseudo-random numbers from
a CUB model with givenm, π, ξ:

> source("CUB.R")

> simcub(nsimul,m,pai,csi)

We report that, on a plain PC with 3Gb of RAM, the elapsed time in seconds turns
out to be an almost linear function ofnsimul. In fact, after running several samples
of increasing sizes, we get the following estimated regression:

T̂ ime = 0.063 ∗ (nsimul/100000) .

The correlation coefficient among observed and predicted values is0.999. Thus, for
obtaining10 millions of pseudo-random numbers we predict to wait for about 7 sec-
onds.

8. Future developments

In this paper, we have briefly presented the main characteristics of CUB models
for studying ordinal data by means of a related software (version 2.0) implemented in
theR environment.

Some of the research lines we are currently exploring are thefollowing:

• The current program requires some further refinements in order to be released
with the logic of a standardR package.
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• An extension ofCUB models is necessary for achieving a multivariate approach,
in order to analyze at the same time the whole responses to items.

• In several instances (educational evaluations, risk analyses, stratified consumers),
data are collected on the basis of some hierarchical structure (schools, depart-
ments, income classes); then, our research aims at introducing a multilevel (hi-
erarchical) approach inCUB models.

• In several situations, it may happen that raters belong to separated clusters, so
that the effect of belonging to a group can modify the expressed rating. This
is the case, for example, of longitudinal surveys when we must consider the
correlation among the ranks expressed by the same rater during the time, or
also the case of surveys on different groups of consumers with homogeneous
behaviour.

• Data mining of ratings and preferences, especially in the case where panel of
thousands of respondents regularly express their evaluations, is an innovative
field where the sharp simplification and interpretation ofCUB model would be
worth of interest.

• Both uncertainty and feeling are personal latent traits upon which researchers
of a definite area generally possesses long experience and a priori beliefs; as a
consequences, a Bayesian approach toCUB models is worth of interest.

• Small sample size inference as well as the performance of parametric and non-
parametric approaches (as bootstrap and permutation tests, for instance) are fur-
ther topics to be investigated.

• From a computational point of view, multi-step procedures for getting effective
and consistent acceleration of the EM procedure are objectsof recent investiga-
tions.

Disclaimer : This program is freely released without any responsibilityfor the Au-
thors and cannot be distributed in part and/or without all comments included in the
code. Users are requested to correctly quote any usage of this program in their work
and kindly inform Authors by E-mail of any errors, bugs, suggestions, amendments,
proposals, improvements. A pdf copy of any published paper and/or report where
this program and/orCUB models are successfully applied is warmly requested. Fi-
nally, we are engaged to continuously improve and diffuse the current state of art in
this area by maintaining this software on the Department website; moreover, we will
record papers, data and applications which refer toCUB models by updating the list
of references.
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